The Living in Space Checklist

A checklist for the facilitator when prepping for the outreach:

1. A volunteer for every 3-6 students
2. Survival Checklist for each student
3. Pencil for each student
4. Planet profiles (6)
5. Obstacle cards (16)
6. Entertainment Materials: Playing Cards
7. Agricultural Materials: Seeds
8. Breathing Materials: Balloons
10. Power Materials: Batteries
11. Building Materials: Screw
12. Food Materials: Sugar Packets
14. Presentation
15. Demos
   a. Dizziness: Spinning Chair, blindfold, and ear plugs.
   b. Close Quarters: student volunteers
   c. No Pressure: Pressure chamber, marshmallows, balloons, shaving cream or whipped cream
   d. Solar Power: Mobile light source, solar toy